In the last decade, spatio-temporal database research focuses on the design of effective and efficient indexing structures in support of location-based queries such as predictive range queries and nearest neighbor queries. While a variety of indexing techniques have been proposed to accelerate the processing of updates and queries, not much attention has been paid to the updating protocol, which is another important factor affecting the system performance. In this paper, we propose a generic and adaptive updating protocol for moving object databases with less number of updates between objects and the database server, thereby reducing the overall workload of the system. In contrast to the approach adopted by most conventional moving object database systems where the exact locations and velocities last disclosed are used to predict their motions, we propose the concept of Spatio-temporal safe region to approximate possible future locations. Spatio-temporal safe regions provide larger space of tolerance for moving objects, freeing them from location and velocity updates as long as the errors remain predictable in the database. To answer predictive queries accurately, the server is allowed to probe the latest status of objects when their safe regions are inadequate in returning the exact query results. Spatio-temporal safe regions are calculated and optimized by the database server with two contradictory objectives: reducing update workload while guaranteeing query S. Chen (B) · B. C. Ooi School of Computing, National University of Singapore, Singapore, Singapore e-mail: chensu@comp.nus.edu.sg B. C. Ooi e-mail: ooibc@comp.nus.edu.sg Z. Zhang Advanced Digital Sciences Center, Illinois at Singapore Pte, Singapore, Singapore e-mail: zhenjie@adsc.com.sg accuracy and efficiency. To achieve this, we propose a cost model that estimates the composition of active and passive updates based on historical motion records and query distribution. More system performance improvements can be obtained by cutting more updates from the clients, when the users of system are comfortable with incomplete but accuracy bounded query results. We have conducted extensive experiments to evaluate our proposal on a variety of popular indexing structures. The results confirm the viability, robustness, accuracy and efficiency of our proposed protocol.
Introduction
Spatio-temporal databases, especially Moving Object Databases (MOD), are well studied by the database community to support a variety of queries for location-based services. Two typical example queries are "Q1: Which are the vehicles remaining in Central Park now?" or "Q2: Who will be the policeman closest to City Hall after 5 minutes?". These queries can be formalized with range query and nearest neighbor query on current and future locations of objects in a two-dimensional (2D) space. In order to answer such queries, a moving object database keeps tracks of all objects in the system by receiving occasional location disclosures from objects. Figure 1 shows a typical architecture of a moving object management system. While most of the existing studies on moving object databases focus on enhancing indexing and query processing efficiency, less effort has been made to address the issue on the updating mechanism/protocol, which is yet another crucial factor affecting the system workload and performance even more. Considering the limited room of technical advances on indexing structures and query optimization, it is now important to reconsider the design of the updating protocol. This paper makes the first attempt on a systematic investigation on this possibility. In particular, we propose a new adaptive updating protocol, called STSR-based updating Protocol, which reduces the object updating frequency by maintaining only relaxed motions instead of exact ones in the database. The design of the protocol is on the basis of a careful analysis on the advantages and disadvantages of the existing protocols.
Updating protocols for moving objects
Despite of the large variety of indexing structures and query processing algorithms, existing updating protocols follow some simple strategies in general. Temporal bounded updating protocol: The first generation of moving object databases tracks object locations only. An object sends an update containing its current location to the database server every (logical) timestamp. With such periodical updating protocol (also known as Temporal bounded updating protocol), an object acts as a two-dimensional spatial point jumping from here to there. Due to its simplicity, the temporal bounded updating protocol is now widely adopted in dealing with continuous queries on current object locations, such as Q1 [10, 20, 21] . However, with this protocol, objects have to update frequently enough to keep a reasonable tracking precision. More significantly, it is inadequate to make prediction with location information only. As such, the temporal bounded updating protocol fails to answer predictive queries such as Q2. Spatial bounded updating protocol: For the purpose of reducing the update frequency and supporting predicative queries, a number of mathematical models have been introduced to approximate object movements. For example, the most widely used model, the linear model, predicts the object's location at any future time using linear interpolation with object's location and velocity, by assuming the object moves with a fixed speed along a straight line. The database keeps the latest model parameters (e.g., location and velocity at the updating time as for the linear model), which are utilized to derive object's location. An update is required only when the distance between its current location and the derived location exceeds a specific error bound. In Fig. 2 , we present an example of this updating protocol, namely the Spatial Bounded updating protocol. In the figure, the solid line shows the real trajectory of the object; the dashed line represents the trajectory captured by the motion model (updated at t = 1). At t = 3, the distance between the exact location (the solid point) and the derived location (the hollow point) exceeds the spatial tolerance. With the spatial bounded updating protocol, an update should be issued at t = 3.
In the temporal bounded updating protocol, objects update their motion models periodically after a fixed time interval. This scheme is neither effective nor efficient. An update is issued even if the model does not change since the last update while the movement prediction immediately becomes meaningless when the object changes its velocity dramatically soon after the last update. On the other hand, the spatial bounded updating protocol adaptively decides the next updating time, depending on how significantly the object's motion changes since its last update. The spatial bounded updating protocol largely reduces the update frequency and hence is widely adopted in state-of-the-art moving object databases [3, 7, 13, 16, 22, 24] . Spatial bounded updating protocol for predictive queries: In [15] , the authors improve the basic spatial bounded update strategy to support predicative queries better. Specifically, two motion models are stored on both the object and the database server. The motion model at the object side is always updated with current movement, which is supposed to be more accurate. At each timestamp, the object investigates the error of the two models at subsequent timestamps before a preset maximum prediction time. An immediate update is issued if the prediction error at any timestamp goes beyond the spatial tolerance. In Fig. 2 , the solid line (the dashed line resp.) can represent the motion model stored at the object side (the server side resp.). Suppose current time is t = 1 and the maximum predictive time is 1, no update is required as the error of two models at t = 2 is still tolerable. On the contrary, if the maximum predictive time is 2, an immediate update will be issued since the error of two models at t = 3 exceeds the threshold.
STSR-based updating protocol
Compared with the updating protocol in [15] , our STSRbased updating protocol is equipped with three major features to enhance the performance.
First, the linear motion model is adopted instead of other complex high-order models, which can be seamlessly integrated into the database system with optimized index structures [2] . While achieving benefits on computational cost and index efficiency with the simple motion model, our empirical studies show that there is no significant difference on prediction quality even when more complicated motion model is employed instead.
Second, our protocol allows approximation on object motion in both spatial and velocity spaces, providing better flexibility on the tuning of the updating protocol. In particular, our protocol relies on a new concept of Spatio-temporal safe region, or STSR in short, which is a rectangle in spatiotemporal space bounding the possible location and velocity of the object. Figure 3 illustrates the basic idea of the STSRbased updating protocol following the example in Fig. 2 . The STSR-based updating protocol assigns a rectangle to the object as spatial safe region, as well as some maximal and minimal speeds as velocity safe region. A series of rectangles, named Predicted regions, are then derived to bound the possible locations of the object on subsequent timestamps. An update is necessary if: (1) the location of the object cannot be bounded by the predicted region at the current timestamp or (2) the movement inferences on the current location and velocity fall outside some predicted regions in the future. In Fig. 3 , the object is "safe" at t = 2 since it stays inside the predicted region at t = 2, and its predicted locations remain bounded by the following predicted regions at subsequent timestamps t ≤ 5 (the dashed line with hollow points shows the predicted trajectory of the object at t = 2). However, at t = 3, although its new location is still within the predicted region, the second condition is violated and an update is invoked.
Third, our updating protocol takes both historical motion records and query distribution into consideration, rendering a cost optimization model and an automatic tuning mechanism highly adaptive to the changing world. Recall the example in Fig. 3 . Given the locations of the recent queries {q 1 , q 2 , q 3 , q 4 , q 5 } shown in the figure, careful design on the STSR avoids the potential overlaps between the predicted Fig. 3 Example of spatial-temporal safe region regions and popular querying areas in the spatial space. This enables our STSR-based updating protocol to outperform existing solutions on the maximization of update savings.
Contributions of the paper
This paper is an extension of our previous conference version [4] , in which, we proposed the STSR-based updating protocol for reducing updating workloads and presented the corresponding optimization and implementation techniques. In this work, we introduce the approximate predicative range queries and extend the STSR-based updating protocol to support such approximate predicative queries (Sect. 7). An extensive experiments were conducted to investigate the performance of STSR-based updating protocol over the approximate queries (Sect. 8). Specifically, we summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:
1. We present a generic and adaptive updating protocol for the purpose of reducing the updating workload while guaranteeing the efficiency and accuracy of predictive queries. 2. We propose a cost model to estimate the update workload incurred by specific moving object(s), based on the historical records of updates and recent queries in the vicinity. 3. We discuss cost-based optimization strategies to reduce the updating frequency, which tries to construct the optimal spatial-temporal safe regions that can minimize the expected updating workload in the future. 4. We extend our protocol by allowing the system to output approximate but accuracy bounded query results, to further cutting unnecessary updates and reduce the impact of fast moving vehicles. 5. We extensively evaluate the performance of our proposal with a variety of index structures on different real and synthetic data sets.
Outline of the paper
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the existing studies on spatio-temporal indexing techniques and continuous query optimizations. Section 3 discusses the problem we study and presents some preliminary concepts used in the rest of the paper. Section 4 introduces our updating protocol and the basic algorithms for motion updating and query processing. Section 5 proposes some optimization techniques on the computation and assignment of spatio-temporal safe regions upon object updates. In Sect. 6, we discuss the implementation of our protocol with two mainstream indexing structures. Section 7 extends our protocol to further enhance system performance by introducing approximate query processing. Section 8 presents the empirical studies on our proposals, and Sect. 9 finally concludes the paper.
Related work
In this section, we review the existing studies on indexing structures for predictive queries on moving object database (Sect. 2.1), as well as query processing techniques on continuous spatial queries (Sect. 2.2).
Moving object indexes
Generally speaking, the index structures for moving objects can be divided into two categories, namely data-partitionbased structures and space-partition-based structures. The TPR-tree [13] and TPR * -tree [16] are typical examples of data-partition-based index structures. Given the locations and velocities of moving objects at their respective update times, the objects are inserted into a multi-dimensional index after transformation into some standard reference time. On each intermediate node in the tree structure, the maximal bounding rectangle (MBR) is used to bound the locations of the objects in the subtree at the reference time. The maximal and minimal speeds of the objects along both dimensions are also recorded. Given a range query at the querying time, the query processing algorithm follows the traditional pruning strategies in the R-tree. In particular, when visiting an intermediate node in the index, the MBR expands with respect to its maximal and minimal speeds. If the expanded MBR does not intersect with the query range, this node can be safely pruned. Otherwise, its child nodes are pushed into a queue for further examination. When the querying time is faraway from the reference time of the index, the MBRs have to be expanded accordingly, and the resultant MBRs will have a much higher likelihood of intersecting with the query, causing many paths to be traversed. This is the major drawback of data-partition-based index structures.
Among space-partition-based indexes, the B x -tree and the B dual -tree are the two representative structures. In the B xtree, spatial space is split into small cells, and the cells are mapped to a one-dimensional space with some space filling curve, such as Z-curve or Hilbert curve. To process a range query, the B x -tree first transforms the query range into a sequence of cells in the space. These cells are used as queries, and during tree traversal, the query cells are expanded since the B + -tree does not make use of any MBRs. There are two logical sub-trees rolling with time, each of which is responsible for the updates happening in an interval time T , with T as the maximal update interval. Unlike the B x -tree, B dual partitions both spatial and velocity spaces into cells, with a similar index structure built on the spatio-temporal cells. Some extensions have been further developed to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of these structures. In [8] , a forest of B x -trees is constructed to allow queries on both predicted movements and historical movements. In [3] , clusters are dynamically identified in each phase, and different granularity of cells is used to improve query efficiency. The index is auto-tuned dynamically based on the object movement. In [24] , we show that uncertain models on the moving objects can be easily incorporated into the B x -tree, returning more meaningful results on predictive queries. Besides predictive queries for range and nearest neighbor search, some research studies are devoted to other queries, e.g., range aggregation [17] .
Continuous query optimization
While conventional moving object databases usually do not take updating protocol and communication overhead into consideration, continuous query is another important branch in database research with intensive emphasis on reducing communication cost. Similar to moving object database, continuous query processing system keeps receiving updates from objects under surveillance. Instead of predicting the status of the objects in the future, some long-term queries are registered in the system, and the accurate query results to these queries are refreshed and output to the system users. Communication overhead is the most important issue in continuous query processing, due to the extensive applications of these queries on energy-aware systems, such as sensor network.
In [18] , for example, Wolfson et al. proposed a general framework, providing a mechanism to render approximate trajectories for continuous query processing. In [9] , a scalable hash-based framework is proposed for k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) and range queries monitoring on moving objects, with shared execution mechanism on incremental evaluations of the queries. In [6] , a generic framework is formulated for an energy-efficient monitoring scheme on moving objects for the range query and the k-NN query, with safe regions constructed for each object of all concurrent queries monitored on the server side. In [23] and [24] , grid-based techniques are exploited to reduce the number of messages and enhance quick processing of k-NN queries on moving objects. While the problems consider only queries on static location, more recent works study the query processing problem when queries are moving around, e.g., [5, 19] Besides works that address traditional range queries and k-NN queries, some extensions have been proposed to support more complicated queries on moving objects. In [26] , a safe-region-based method is proposed to monitor k-means clustering, utilizing some efficient lower bound computation technique on the local optimum of k-means clustering. In [25] , cost models and optimization techniques are deployed to evaluate and maintain skyline queries with minimal communication costs between objects and central server.
As a very first attempt of addressing communication overhead in moving object database, this paper borrows the idea of Safe Region from the studies on continuous query. In particular, we extend the concept of safe region, to bound not only the future status of the objects (locations) as well as the changing rate of the status (velocities).
Preliminaries
Assume there are n moving objects, O = {o 1 , o 2 , . . . , o n }, being monitored in the system. Following the common assumption on spatio-temporal index, the time axis is sliced into snapshots at discrete times T = {0, . 
3.1 Spatio-temporal safe region Before delving into the detail of our updating protocol, we first introduce the concept of Spatio-temporal safe region, as defined below. 
where L R is a rectangle in the physical space (i.e., the space where the object moves), V R is a rectangle in the velocity space, t r is the reference time, and t e is the expiry time (t e > t r ). 
Definition 2 Predicted region
y , is the maximal spatial rectangle expanded from L R with respect to V R, where
The definition above assumes that the predicting time t is no earlier than the reference time t r , which can be easily relaxed. When t < t r , the predicted region is calculated with the "reverse" velocity bounding rectangle, which is
As an example, Table 1 lists the STSRs of three objects {o 1 , o 2 , o 3 }, which are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Based on Definitions 1 and 2, we can get the predicted regions of the objects at timestamp t = 3, shown as dashed rectangles (P 3 1 , P 3 2 , P 3 3 ) in Fig. 4 According to Definitions 1 and 2, it is straightforward for an object to verify the consistency between its current movement and the STSR, by simply checking the predicted locations of the object at every timestamp before the expiry time t e . Since we adopt the linear model on deriving the predicted regions, the verification process can be simplified by checking predicted locations at only two or three timestamps. In particular, the object first tests whether the STSR is expired, i.e., t > t e . If so, the algorithm returns a negative answer immediately. Otherwise, the object continues to check whether the exact location l t i and the predicted location pl t e i at expiry time t e are both covered by the predicted regions P t i and P t e i respectively. If the reference time t r is after current time t, we also need to see whether the predicted location pl t r i at t r is covered by the location rectangle L R. The verification algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. We then give examples to show why checking predicted regions at these two/three timestamps is sufficient to prove the consistency of a STSR. Figure 5 shows two STSRs R(o 1 ) and R(o 2 ), where the solid points denote the exact locations at t and the hollow points represent the predicted locations inferred from the exact locations and velocities at t using Eq. 1. As for o 1 , the reference time is early than t (i.e., t r < t < t e ). Since the exact location at t is inside the location rectangle (i.e., l t 1 ∈ L R 1 ) and the predicted location at t e is covered by the predicted region (i.e., pl 
Predictive queries
In this paper, we focus on the processing of predictive range queries. Given a querying rectangle Q R in location space and the querying time t q , the predictive range query finds all the objects with predicted locations in Q R at time t q .
Definition 3 Predictive range query
Given the moving object database O at current time t, a predictive range query, in terms of querying range R Q and querying time t q (t q ≥ t), finds all objects with predicted location in R Q at time t q , i.e.
Although we constrain our discussion to range queries throughout the paper, it is easy to see that other queries, e.g., k-nearest neighbor query, can be answered with a series of range queries [7] . If the database system always returns the complete result to any submitted predictive range query, the system is said to commit to Exact query processing. When the users are more prone to better system performance instead of result completeness, it is possible to reduce the workload by employing Approximate Query Processing instead. In the following, we give a formal definition on approximate query processing.
Definition 4 α-approximate predictive range query
Given the moving object database O at current time t, a predictive range query, in terms of querying range R Q and querying time t q (t q ≥ t), finds a set R of objects whose predicted location in R Q at time t q , i.e.
Approximate query processing is found to be sufficient in many real applications of spatio-temporal database. In traffic monitoring system, for example, the users are only interested in analyzing the traffic volume at specific time. A rough number of vehicles, instead of the exact vehicles, are more than enough for the users to understand the traffic conditions of the regions of interest. In the following sections, we first focus on the design of the STSR-based updating protocol for exact query processing. In Sect. 7, we extend the protocol to support α-approximate query processing.
Updating protocol
Generally speaking, our STSR-based updating protocol consists of two types of updates: the active update and the passive update. In the following, we discuss the two updates in detail.
Active update
With the STSR-based updating protocol, each object o i is always associated with one (and only one) STSR R(o i ), which is stored in the database as well as the memory of the client device. At each timestamp, the object o i checks whether its STSR R(o i ) remains consistent with its latest motion prediction with its current location and velocity, using Algorithm 1 as introduced in Sect. 3.2. If there is any inconsistency, the object issues an active update to the database server including its current location and velocity. Include o i in the query result 10: Return the complete query result At the server side, the database system continuously listens to any incoming active updates from the objects. If one of the moving objects o i updates its location and velocity at time t, the system updates the record of the object in the database accordingly. Specifically, the system first calculates a new STSR for o i based on the updated record. The new STSR is sent to the object o i , while the old STSR of o i in the database is also replaced with the new one. An outline of the update procedure can be found in Algorithm 2.
Predictive query and passive update
While active updates are initiated by the objects themselves due to significant motion changes, passive updates are issued when the database processes queries. Typically, predictive range queries in most moving object databases are processed using a filter-and-refine approach, which determines candidate objects based on their predicted regions and verifies them by probing passive updates if necessary. A candidate set is constructed first by retrieving all objects whose predicted regions overlap with the query range Q R at query time t q . For each candidate object o i , if the predicted region of o i is completely covered by the query range, the object can be safely marked as a positive answer to the query. Otherwise, a request is sent to the object for an update on its current location and velocity, which will be used by the server to make a more accurate prediction. The object is subsequently listed in the query answer if the new predicted location is still in the query range. Algorithm 3 presents the general working flow for answering range queries based on the concept of STSRs.
Let us recall the example shown in Fig. 4 and see how predictive range queries are answered with STSRs. If a range query is issued in the rectangle region Q R = [2.5, 4.5] × [2.5, 4.5] at querying time t q = 3, the predicted regions can be calculated according to the inference equations (Eqs. 2 and 3 in Sect. 3.1). Take object o 3 as an example. The predicted region at timestamp t = 3, P 3 3 , is the rectangle [3, 4] × [3, 4.5] . Since P 3 3 is covered by the query region completely, o 3 is a positive answer given that o 3 's STSR is consistent with its current motion prediction. On the other hand, there is no overlap between P 3 1 and Q R, implying that o 1 is a negative result. Unlike o 1 or o 3 , the case of o 2 is more complicated, since the predicted region P 3 2 partially overlaps with Q R. To clarify whether o 2 is in the query result or not, the system sends an update request to o 2 for its current motion parameters, i.e., the location and velocity. o 2 is added to the query result according to its most recent motion. Meanwhile, a new STSR is derived and sent to o 2 .
To put the updating protocol in use, there are two issues to be resolved. First, to minimize the updating workload of the system, it is important to find the optimal STSR given an object update (Step 1 in Algorithm 2). The shape of STSR affects the number of active and passive updates oppositely. In next section, we present a more detailed study on the effects of the shape of STSR (Sect. 5.1) and introduce some corresponding optimization techniques (Sect. 5.3). Second, even with the same linear motion model, objects are stored and retrieved in different ways, considering the variety of indexing structures in moving object databases. Therefore, it remains unclear so far how the STSR-based updating protocol can be integrated into existing indexes. This is important for efficient retrieval of candidate objects in the filter step of the query processing (Step 1 in Algorithm 3). In Sect. 6, we discuss the integration problem and show that it does not take much effort to modify existing moving object indexing structures.
Optimization techniques

Cost model
In this section, we present a cost model estimating the probable validity of a given STSR. As introduced in Sect. 4, there are two types of updates, namely Active Update and Passive Update. Either active update or passive update leads to a new STSR. We use P a (R(o i )) and P p (R(o i )) to denote the probabilities of active update and passive update happening on R(o i ) before the expiry time t e . An STSR remains valid until the expiry time t e with probability:
A good STSR should maximize P valid . Intuitively, a larger L R and a larger V R lead to lower probability of P a (R(o i )) but higher probability of P p (R(o i )), and vice versa. To maximize Eq. 4, it is important to estimate both probabilities first.
Active update probability
An active update is issued by object o i if the previous STSR is no longer consistent with the current motion prediction.
is the probability of inconsistency happening before the expiry time t e of R(o i ). Without knowing the exact future trajectory of o i , it is hard to estimate P a (R(o i )). If we assume the previous motion model does not change, R(o i ) will always be valid until t e . On the other hand, it is hard to indicate possible changes in the motion without any additional knowledge on the exact future trajectory. However, if all the similar historical trajectories are recorded in the database, the statistical information can provide an estimation on the active update probability. Unfortunately, this solution is impractical due to the high cost in both storage and processing on the trajectories. To facilitate effective and efficient statistical estimation, the database system maintains a set of STSR update records, as defined below, to simulate the historical trajectories of objects.
Definition 5 STSR update record An STSR update record is a tuple (R(o
where k is the identity of the associated moving object, t u is the time when the update record is generated, l 
and (2) R(o i ).V R covers both R(o k ).V R and v t u
k . Without ambiguity, we use R(o i ) ⊇ U to denote the coverage relationship, in which U is a specific update record. In Fig. 6 , we present an example on the coverage relationship with an STSR R(o i ) and four update records 
We now discuss the similar update record set U N N in the above definition. To get all update records related to the object o i , the system retrieves all update records U k ∈ U N N , if the location rectangle U k .L R and velocity rectangle U k .V R of the record U k cover the location l of o i at reference time t r , respectively. As a summary, we get the active update probability from the historical perspective as
Passive update probability
A passive update is issued when it is not sufficient to decide whether an object meets the query with its STSR stored in the database, i.e., the predicted region partially overlaps with the query region. To estimate the number of passive updates for a given STSR, it is necessary to predict the probability of the event of partial overlap. To simplify the model and save computational cost, we relax the probability by including any overlap event even if the predicted region is completely covered by the query range. This relaxation does not affect estimation error much since the query range is usually not large enough to cover many predicted regions. Following the existing assumptions on the performance analysis of range queries [3, 13, 22] , we assume the querying location and querying time follow the uniform distribution in spatial space and temporal space. The probability of a predicted region overlapping any range query at time t is thus proportional to the volume of the predicted region.
For an STSR R(o i ) issued at update time t u , the total volume of all predicted regions at timestamps between t u and t e is denoted by Vol (R(o i )) . By using the following notations to represent the side lengths of the location rectangle and the velocity rectangle, i.e.,
The total volume can be further simplified:
If the expected number of queries happening at each timestamp is N and the volume of the whole spatial space is S, the probability of not meeting any range query is approximated by the ratio of total volume with respect to the expected query volume, i.e., 1
we have the probability of a passive update below.
Calculation of the optimal STSR of an object
In this section, we present an algorithm to find the STSR R(o i ) of an object o i to minimize the expected update probability. Given the cost model presented above, the estimation on the active update probability P a (R(o i )) depends on the number of update records covered by R(o i ). This implies that there are only 2 |U N N | different values for the possible active update probability for R(o i ). Each possible value is associated with a group of covered records. This motivates our optimization technique of modeling the record covering with a series of discrete events. The detailed algorithm for the optimization procedure is presented in Algorithm 4. The optimization procedure executes iteratively. To find the optimal STSR for o i , an initial STSR R(o i ) is first created with minimal L R and minimal V R covering only l t i and v t i of o i , respectively. In each subsequent iteration, it tries to expand the STSR to cover one more update record from the remaining uncovered records in U N N . If the estimated update cost does not further decrease after an iteration, the optimization procedure stops and returns the final STSR. Construct R by expanding R(o i ) to cover U j 10:
Algorithm 4 STSR optimization
Estimate P a (R ) and P p (R ) 11:
if the cost of R is smaller than R * then 12:
Replace R * with R 13:
Replace U * with U j 14: if U j is not NULL then 15:
Replace R(o i ) with R * 16:
Move In Fig. 7 , we illustrate an example of the optimization algorithm, using the data shown in Fig. 6 . The solid square points are the location and velocity of the object o i at t r . At the beginning of the algorithm, the STSR R(o i ) is initialized with the minimum square covering the solid square points in both spaces. Since the inclusion of any update record has the same reduction effect on P a (R(o i )) , the best update record to cover next actually has the minimum increase on the passive update probability P p (R(o i )) . By checking all update records, U 2 is selected according to the selection criterion. The STSR R(o i ) grows in both spatial and velocity spaces to cover the update record U 2 , as shown in Fig. 7a . In the second iteration, as shown in Fig. 7b , the update record U 1 is picked since the decrease on P a (R(o i )) is still larger than the increase on P p (R(o i )) . The algorithm terminates after the second iteration, when there is no other expansion that can further reduce the estimated cost. Note that this algorithm works in a greedy manner. Hence, it does not guarantee convergence to the global optimum.
The retrieval of the similar update record set U N N discovers all update records covering both the location and velocity of the current object. To support such retrieval process efficiently, an R-tree index is built on the update records with respect to their location and velocity rectangles. Given the index structure, U N N is simply retrieved with the issuance of a point query at location l t i and velocity v t i . The computation of P p (R(o i )) takes constant time since the total volume Vol(R(o i )) can be summed up quickly by Eq. 7. In each iteration, all the remaining update records are tested in sequence. This leads to O(m 2 ) complexity in the worst case, if m update records are retrieved from the index structure.
Reducing computation cost
The above STSR optimization algorithm runs in quadratic complexity in terms of the number of STSR update records. Thus, the computation cost on the STSRs can be very high if the system runs the Algorithm 4 for each single update. We then introduce two simple strategies to reduce the computational cost, namely the Static STSR, and Global Dynamic STSR strategies. To distinguish them from the basic strategy, which finds the optimal STSR for each object update individually, we call the basic solution shown in Algorithm 4 the Personal Dynamic STSR strategy.
With the Static STSR strategy, there is a group of fixed parameters { l , v , t }. l and v are rectangles in the spatial and velocity space, centered at the origins of corresponding spaces respectively. t is a positive constant value that specifies the length between the reference time and expiry time. For an update of object o i with location l t i , velocity v t i and time t, the location rectangle L R of R(o i ) is initialized by moving l to make l t i with the center of the l , i.e.,
Similarly, the velocity rectangle V R of R(o i ) is also constructed by expanding the velocity with margins in v on both dimensions. The expiry time of R(o i ) is t + t . This strategy is supposed to incur minimal computation cost, since the parameters are never updated after the specification at the beginning. As an example, if the parameter set is
The Global Dynamic STSR strategy, similar to the Static STSR strategy, adopts a set of parameters { l , v , t } for all objects in the database. However, the parameter set changes dynamically according to the system workload, and each parameter set is valid only in a limited time interval. All updates are handled with the global parameters that are valid at the updating time, as they are with the static strategy. Compared with the Static STSR strategy, the Global Dynamic STSR strategy incurs some computational cost for calculating new parameter set when the previous global parameter set is expiring. In addition, the computation on parameter re-computation can be run offline when the system has free CPU cycles available for use, without affecting the performance of the database system.
As shown in Algorithm 4, Personal Dynamic STSR strategy always finds the optimal STSR for each object individually. However, as for the Global Dynamic STSR strategy, the global STSR parameters should be optimized for all objects and refreshed from time to time. In the following, we present some modifications to Algorithm 4 to utilize it for finding the optimal STSR parameters for Global Dynamic STSR strategy.In order to find the optimal STSR for an object, Algorithm 4 (Line 1) first retrieves the STSR update records U N N covering the updating location of the object. However, in global STSR computation, there is no such focal object, since the STSR parameters are object-and location-independent, which will act on all objects without distinction. Therefore, instead of the set of update records in U N N , all STSR update records maintained in the system are utilized. Specifically, we first align the centers of all STSRs in the update records to the origin of our coordinate system. After the alignment operation, a virtual "focal" object is created. The location of the focal object is at the origin; the velocity of the focal object the average speeds of the objects on both dimensions. Then, Algorithm 4 is applied on the virtual object and the aligned records. Finally, the global parameters { l , v , t } are set according to the STSR returned by the algorithm, i.e., l = L R, v = V R and t = t e − t r .
Protocol integration with existing indexes
The STSR-based updating protocol can be seamlessly integrated into almost all existing indexing structures in moving object databases. In this section, we focus on incorporating the proposed protocol into two fundamental data structures: the TPR-tree [13] and the B + -tree-based indexes [7, 22] . The protocol can be applied to other mainstream indexes in similar ways.
The TPR-tree and variants
As reviewed in Sect. 2, in the TPR-tree and its variants such as the TPR * -tree, each object has an entry in some leaf node, containing its location and velocity at the reference time.
To incorporate the STSR-based updating protocol into the TPR-tree, we only need to make some minor modifications on the leaf nodes. Instead of the exact location and velocity of an object, the STSR of the object is stored as the underlying object representation in the leaf node. Such change on the leaf nodes will not affect the intermediate nodes. In the TPR-tree, each intermediate entry links to a child node and maintains a spatio-temporal bounding rectangle, which consists of a MBR and a VBR bounding the possible locations and velocities of objects within the corresponding child respectively. The location rectangle L R and the velocity rectangle V R of an STSR work in the same manner as the MBR and VBR of the TPR-tree. Therefore, no changes in the intermediate nodes are required for enabling the integration.
On the other hand, since the overall structure of the TPRtree remains unchanged and every object entry, namely the STSR, can be regarded as the traditional spatial-temporal bounding rectangle, the existing updating and query processing algorithms on the TPR-tree can be reused without any modification. Similarly, other auxiliary mechanisms applicable to the TPR-tree, such as the R-link concurrency control strategy [11] , can still be adopted directly.
In summary, with the minor change on the leaf nodes, the STSR-based updating protocol can be easily embedded into the TPR-tree, and all aforementioned algorithms on the STSRs (Algorithms 2-4) can be applied directly.
The B + -tree-based indexes
Besides the TPR-tree and its variants, the B + -tree-based indexes, such as the B x -tree [7] and the B dual -tree [22] , make another prominent category of indexes in moving object databases. This category of indexes uses the B + -tree as the basic indexing structure, which sorts objects by one-dimensional keys. To enable the incorporation, similar to what we do to the TPR-tree, object's location and velocity are replaced with its STSR in corresponding leaf entry of the underlying B + -tree, and no other modifications are done to tree structure. Actually, the B + -tree is a mature index implemented in all commercial databases, which we cannot and should not change its internal structure.
The B x -tree
In the B x -tree, the spatial space is divided into small cells of equal width on both dimensions. Objects are ordered by the id of the cell covering its predicted location at the reference time. This implies that the location rectangle L R of the STSR stored in the B x -tree must also be discretized to get a linear order before inserting into the underlying B + -tree.
There are two possible solutions to support the STSRbased protocol with the B x -tree. The first one is to allow STSRs to occupy a few spatial cells. In this case, the STSR will be discretized to more than one cells, and hence, it is necessary to store multiple copies of the STSR with different keys in the tree. This solution shows high flexibility in the shape of the STSR, however, reducing the storage efficiency and incurring extra processing costs on queries.
An alternate solution constrains the location rectangle of an STSR to cover exactly one cell in the partitioned spatial space. Since the STSR is constructed with constraint, the STSR of an object may not be the optimal one found by Algorithm 4, but a "near-optimal" one that meets the constraint. This solution sacrifices some of the tuning ability.
However, with the constraint on the shape of the location rectangle, each object has only one entry in the B + -tree, just like it does in the original design of the B x -tree. Therefore, both the updating and querying algorithms on the B x -tree can be simply adopted without any modifications. Other optimizations for the B x -tree, such as object grouping and cell size tuning in [3] and the Blink-tree concurrency control in [14] , can also be applied directly. Based on this consideration, in our empirical studies in Sect. 8, we adopt the second solution while incorporating the STSR-based updating protocol into the B x -tree, where the location rectangle of an STSR always aligns with the space partition of the B x -tree.
The B dual -tree
The B dual -tree is another indexing structure built on top of the B + -tree, but adopting the updating and querying algorithms of the TPR-tree. Similar to the TPR-tree, the B dual -tree also has the notions of MBR and VBR. However, the MBR and VBR are not stored explicitly in the tree, but are derived from the one-dimensional key. Specifically, the one-dimensional key in the B dual -tree is obtained based on the discretization of both spatial and velocity space. Therefore, the MBR and VBR can be derived from the corresponding key reversely.
Similar to the TPR-tree, the updating and querying algorithms of the B dual -tree are directly applicable to a B dual -tree with the STSR-based updating protocol. The only modification is on the initialization of the STSR (second step in Algorithm 4). In particular, the STSR at the beginning is initialized by expanding the location and velocity to the minimal cells containing them. In Fig. 8 , we present the initial STSR for the same moving object update in Fig. 7 . If the widths of the cells in the spatial space and the velocity space are 1 and 0.1 respectively, the new STSR before the first iteration in Algorithm 4 is constructed with L R = (1, 2) × (2, 3) 
Approximate query processing
In our updating protocol, any object, whose predicted region partly overlaps with the querying range, must update its new location and velocity to the server via a passive update. This requirement is crucial when the system commits to returning fully accurate query answers, meaning the query results of Algorithm 3 are exactly the same as if all objects update their movement information at every timestamp. This requirement can be simply relaxed by allowing approximate query processing in the system, when the users are comfortable with query results that are accurate and almost complete. In this section, we explore more on this direction and propose some optimization techniques on approximate query processing to enhance the system performance. In the following, we first give a formal definition on approximate query processing.
Definition 7
Given a positive real number α (0 < α ≤ 1), the query processing algorithm is α-approximate, if for any range query (Q R, t q ) with exact result R * , the algorithm always returns some query result R that R ⊆ R * and |R| ≥ α|R * |.
The definition above implies that (1) there is no false positive in any α-approximate query result and (2) the completeness ratio of approximate query result is guaranteed when α is large enough. In particular, when α = 1, it degenerates to traditional exact query processing. By relaxing α to some number smaller than 1, the database engine is able to exploit the weaker completeness requirement, by probing only a smaller fraction of candidate objects.
In Algorithm 5, we outline the approximate range query processing algorithm. Compared with the traditional query processing algorithm for complete results in Sect. 4, the new algorithm has one additional parameter α, which indicates the minimal percentage of positive answers returned to the user. Instead of executing passive updates in random order on the Include o i in the query result 7: else 8:
Send a probe request to o i for current location and velocity 9:
Compute new pl tq i with new location and velocity 10:
if pl tq i ∈ R Q then 11:
Include o i in the query result R 12: if |R| ≥ α(|R| + |C|) then 13:
Stop the iteration and return current results in R 14: Return results in R candidate objects, the algorithm of approximate queries sorts all the candidate objects based on some specific order. When retrieving the new status of the objects in order, the algorithm stops and returns the current results when the result buffer has reached desirable quantity, i.e., when |R| ≥ α(|R|+|C|).
Lemma 1 Algorithm 5 always returns α-approximate results to all predictive range queries, regardless of the probing order on C.
Proof It is straightforward to see that all objects selected in the result buffer R must be exact, since all these objects are either (1) with predicted region completely covered by the querying range or (2) with exact predicted location in querying range after passive update. In the following, we prove the completeness in terms of the parameter α. Assume the exact answer to the predictive range query (Q R, t q ) is R * , we prove in the following that the algorithm always returns some R with |R| ≥ α|R * |.
After an iteration, the algorithm keeps two sets of the objects, R and C. R contains all objects already verified as positive answers to query (Q R, t q ), and C consists of all unverified objects. If R is the subset of C satisfying the condition of the query (Q R, t q ), we have R * = R ∪ R , and
The algorithm terminates in two cases. In the first case, it stops when |R| ≥ α(|R| + |C|). Because |R | ≤ |C|, we have |R| |R * | = |R| |R| + |R | ≥ |R| |R| + |C| = α
In the second case, the algorithm visits all candidates and returns the exact query result R = R * . For both cases, the results will definitely satisfy the condition in Definition 4.
In Fig. 9 , we present an example of approximate query processing. In this example, there are four objects whose predicted regions overlap with the query range. Their predicted The example above implies that the performance of the approximate query processing algorithm heavily relies on the order of probing passive updates from candidate objects. If the order is not well optimized, the approximate query processing may gain no benefit, still having to probe updates from all candidate objects in the worst case. Intuitively, the example above shows that the performance can be improved when objects that are positive answers to the query are probed before other objects. In the rest of the section, we study the design of the passive updating order.
Order for individual query
For every object o i in the candidate set C, we assume that σ i is the probability of o i in the result of query (Q R, t q ). Our greedy local ordering method simply ranks all the candidates objects on the probabilities {σ i } non-increasingly. In the following, we prove that sorting candidate objects in this order optimizes the expected number of passive updates for the approximate processing on any single query (Q R, t q ). Proof Assume that we use another order {σ π(i) } instead of the non-increasing order {σ i }. There is at least one pair of objects o i and o j that σ i > σ j and
Theorem 1 The order based on the probabilities {σ i } for query (Q R, t q ) minimizes the expected number of objects
By swapping between o i and o j in the object order, the probability of seeing ith object in the query result increases. Therefore, the expected number of probes to answer α-approximate predictive range query is less. Therefore, such swap must be the query processing efficiency by incurring less passive updates by expectation. This implies that it is always optimal by sorting the objects based on their σ i s.
Although the theorem above proves the optimality of the greedy ordering method, it remains difficult and unclear on how to calculate the exact probability σ i . We simply use the ratio of overlap as an estimation of the probability σ i . Recall the example in Fig. 9 . If σ i is defined as the overlapping ratio, we have σ 1 = 0.425, σ 2 = 1, σ 3 = 0.33 and σ 4 = 0.25. The resulting order will be {σ 2 , σ 1 , σ 3 , σ 4 }. Note that o 2 will not be probed since the probability of o 2 in the query result is exactly 1.
Order for multiple queries
Local ordering minimizes the expected number of passive updates for a single query. When there are multiple queries under processing at a single timestamp, running local orderings on all these queries may not be an optimal option, since some objects may involve in multiple queries. In Fig. 10 , we show an example of multiple predictive range queries involving the predicted locations of four moving objects. The optimal ordering for the first query (Q R [1] , t q [1] ) ({σ 2 , σ 1 , σ 3 , σ 4 }) is no longer optimal for such query combination. For query (Q R [2] , t q [2] ), there is no need to probe any objects except o 2 whose predicted region overlaps with Q R [2] ; for query (Q R [3] , t q [3] ), o 2 and o 4 should be probed. Therefore, {σ 2 , σ 4 , σ 1 , σ 3 } is a better order since we can avoid probing o 1 if α = 0.5. Assuming the system receives a group of queries as
. .}, submitted to the system on the same timestamp, we use σ h i to denote the probability of o i 's predicted location resides in Q R[h] at query predictive time t q [h] . An optimal global ordering provides an order on all candidate objects, which is capable of minimization on expected passive updates on these objects. Unfortunately, the problem of finding optimal global ordering is NP-hard. In the following, we present a polynomial-time reduction from Multiset Covering Problem [12] to global ordering problem.
Theorem 2 Finding optimal global ordering is generally NP-hard problem.
Proof In Multiset Covering, there is a multiset M = { (I 1 , n 1 ) , . . . , (I k , n k )} indicating there are n i copies of item I i in the set. Another set of candidate covers, i.e. S = {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S m }, are also provided, in which each S j is itself a multiset on the item collection {I 1 , . . . , I k }. A cover subset S ⊆ S is a valid cover of the multiset M, if every I i appears at least n i times in S . A cover set S * is optimal, if S * is the smallest among all valid cover sets. Interestingly, the problem is NP-hard, even when there are only 2 items, i.e. k = 2. Therefore, we only need to construct a reduction from multiset covering problem with k = 2 to our global ordering problem. In particular, we construct k = 2 parallel queries in the 2-dimensional space, as is shown in Fig. 11 . For every candidate cover S j , we build a predicted range covering the left query with overlap of n 1 j n 1 and right query with overlap of n 2 j n 2 . Here, n i j is number of items I i in cover S j and n i is the expected number of objects in target multiset. It is thus easy to show that the optimal cover set can be retrieved, if the optimal global ordering on our problem is available. This proves that the problem of computing global ordering is also NP-hard.
Due to the hardness of the problem, we simply apply some greedy strategy to construct some suboptimal global ordering on the candidate objects, as is shown in Algorithm 6. In our algorithm, we maintain a set of Unresolved Queries. At the beginning, the set of unresolved queries Q u Algorithm 6 Multiple query processing (query set 
, where R h is the current result to the query and C h is the objects waiting for further investigation. The algorithm thus recalculates the global ordering of the remaining objects and starts next iteration. The iterations terminate when all queries in Q u are cleared.
Experimental evaluation
In this section, we report our empirical studies that evaluate effectiveness and efficiency of the STSR-based updating protocol.
Experimental settings
Three sources of real and semi-real datasets were used in our experiments. Figure 12 shows the maps of road networks of the datasets.
TRK is a real dataset provided by R-tree Portal http:// www.rtreeportal.org/, which contains the trajectories of 276 trucks moving in Athens metropolitan area (see Fig. 12a ). The trucks update at a rate of 30 s. EC is another real dataset as a part of the e-Courier datasets http://api.ecourier.co.uk/. e-Courier keeps track of the movements of all its couriers all over UK (see Fig. 12b ). The couriers report their locations (GPS records) every 10 s. We crawled e-Courier for one week and extracted 587 objects (i.e., trajectories) that moved nonstop for over 120 ts, i.e., had at least 120 continuous updates in the system. SIN. Due to the lack of large real moving object datasets, we used Brinkhoff generator [1] to generate a set of synthetic movements based on the real road map of Singapore (see Fig. 12c ). We generated SIN datasets of different sizes and used the one containing 100 K objects by default. Table 2 summarizes the specifications of the three data sources above, including the data space, maximum object speed and the mapping from physical time to logical time (a timestamp).
On the other hand, the query load of the experiments consists of a given number of predictive range queries. Each of these range queries is square-sized, with a preset side length. Since the datasets differ in data space size, we use qlen to represent the percentage of the side length of the query over the length of the entire data space. In the experiments, qlen is varied from 0.25 to 4% (e.g., 120-2,058 m for SIN datasets). Queries follow the same distribution as the objects. Specifically, the location of a randomly picked object is used as the center of the query. The average predictive time of queries varies from 1 to 256 ts. The query frequency q f qy varies from 1 to 256, meaning that there are 1 to 256 queries per timestamp on average.
In summary, Table 3 parameters are shown in bold. All the programs are implemented in C++ and run on a PC with 2.33 GHz Intel Core2 Duo CPU, 2.25 GB RAM and 200 GB SATA disk.
The results
In this section, we discuss the experimental results on the basis of the settings introduced in previous section. Specifically, Sect. 8.2.1 focuses on the effectiveness of STSR-based protocol without using any index. Section 8.2.2 compares our proposal against existing updating protocols. Then, in Sect. 8.2.3, we show the results of the performance of approximate query processing. Section 8.2.4 presents results when different implementation strategies are applied on different index structures.
The basic STSR-based updating protocol
We first studied the performance of the basic STSR-based updating protocol, regardless of the underlying index. We investigated the effect of the three elements of the STSR: the spatial and velocity rectangles and the valid time duration, i.e., the length of time between expiry time and reference time. Following the instructions in Sect. 5.3, a static global parameter set is used in each experiment in this section, where
The parameters δ l , δ v , and t , whose values are listed in Table 3 , are introduced in the experiments to control the size of the STSR. Figures 13, 14, 15 show the effect of δ l , δ v and t on the updating workload and the quality of query results.
First, it is worth noting that query precision and recall are not affected by the shape of the STSR. During query processing, an object is added to or excluded from the results if its predicted region is fully contained or disjoint with the query region. Otherwise, a passive update is invoked. The query precision and recall are primarily decided by the predictability of object's motion itself, i.e., predicting based on the location and velocity of the object at query issuing time.
Hence, we put our focus on the number of updates. As δ l increases, meaning a larger spatial rectangle L R of the STSR, the number of active updates decreases at the expense of more passive updates, resulting in an increase in the total number of updates. As shown in Fig. 14, δ v has a similar effect on the numbers of both updates. With a larger δ v , the predicted region expands faster. The STSR is more likely to enclose the location of the object and fewer active updates are incurred. On the other hand, a larger predicted region has higher probability to intersect with the query region and more passive updates are required consequently.
The temporal duration of STSRs t , on the other hand, affects the update performance differently. The number of active updates and the total number of updates both decrease with a longer temporal length t . When t is smaller than a given threshold (i.e., 4ts for TRK and EC, 16ts for SIN), the smaller t is, the faster the STSR expires. In this case, the number of active updates increases with smaller t . However, when t is larger than the threshold, the number of active updates increases slowly with larger t . Since the expiry time is far away in the future, a small deviation on the velocity will lead to a quite large distance between the predicted location and the predicted region at the expiry time. Therefore, the STSRs stand higher probability to fail in the consistency verification. On the other hand, the number of total number of updates is more stable since the increase in active updates also brings in a decrease in passive updates in return.
Motion functions
We next investigated the effect of different updating protocols on both updating and querying performance. We compared the STSR-based updating protocol with the improved spatial bounded updating protocol [15] , as introduced in Sect. 1. In [15] , the authors propose the improved spatial bounded updating protocol together with the STP-tree, which integrates the protocol into the TPR-tree. In the rest of this section, we call this improved spatial bounded updating protocol "STP" for short.
The STP updating protocol uses recursive functions to model the movements of objects. Specifically, a client (object) keeps h historical records and derives a recursive motion function from the h records. Then, a D dimensional polynomial function is derived as a simple approximation of the recursive motion function. On an update, the polynomial function is sent to the server, and the system can predict object location using the polynomial function. The recursive function is more complex than the polynomial function and therefore is supposed to make a more accurate prediction on the object's future locations. An active update is issued if the spatial error between the predicted locations derived by the polynomial in the server and the recursive function is larger than the error bound de in any of the subsequent H timestamps. In our experiments, h, D, de and H are set to 8, 5, 160 m and 30 ts respectively. The query processing of the STP is similar to that of the STSR, i.e., the system asks for an update (passive) if it cannot determine whether the object is inside the query region or not. Figures 16 and 17 show the results while varying the query predictive time qpdt on TRK and EC, respectively. Since the results in this section are largely related to the predictability of the moving object data, it makes more sense to investigate the real data. Regarding this, we only show results on the two real datasets, i.e., TRK and EC, throughout this section. For both TRK and EC, the STP method results in a higher query precision, while the STSR policy has a higher query recall. The differences in precision and recall increase with the query predictive time. On TRK, when qpdt = 16, the precision of STSR is about 10% less than that of STP; however, the recall is about 1.6 times of that of STP. On EC, when qpdt = 64, the difference in query precision is less than 0.05, while difference in query recall is as large as 0.5.
Considering the updating load, the number of active updates is less affected by the query predictive time for both methods, while the STSR effectively incurs fewer the number of active updates. The number of total updates of the STP is pretty stable with the predictive time. However, as for the STSR protocol, the number of total updates increases rapidly with the query predictive time. Since the predicted region is larger with longer predictive time, the objects are more likely to issue passive updates. When qpdt = 16, the number of total updates of STSR policy is 20% less than that of STP; when qpdt = 64, on EC, the number of total updates of STSR is slightly higher than that of STP.
As shown in Table 2 , one timestamp of TRK(EC) corresponds to 30 s (10 s). Therefore, a predictive time of qpdt = 64 means to find the objects in specific region after 32 min (10 min). Based on this considerations, although our experiments show that STSR incurs higher updating costs than STP on EC when query predictive time is larger than 64, we argue that the prediction is meaningful only on a near future.
Approximate query processing
Next, we study the performance of processing approximate queries (Algorithms 5 and 6). First, Figs. 18 and 19 show the results on TRK and EC datasets varying the approximate query quality parameter α. In the figures, "STSR" and "STP" represent exact query processing with STSR and STP protocols; "α-STSR" and "α-STP" denote corresponding approximate query processing algorithms. Note that when α = 0, there is no passive updates at all. When α = 1, the approximate query processing algorithm becomes the same as the exact query algorithm, returning the complete results to all queries. Algorithm 6 is adopted here to process multiple queries at a timestamp, and, on average, there are 16 queries at each timestamp by default. Generally, a larger value of α leads to a lower query precision but higher recall, where the increase in query recall is more significant. The query recall increases linearly with α, since the larger α is, a larger percentage of predicted answers are required before the approximate query processing terminates. On the contrary, the query precision increase slightly since when more objects are returned for a query, the chance of a false positive becomes higher. On the other hand, considering the updating workload, we can hardly observe any effect of α on the number of active updates, however, there is a distinct increase in the total number of updates with α. This is because the approximate query processing largely reduces the number of query-driven, passive updates. The fewer answers are required by a query, the larger the save on passive updates is. As for EC dataset, when α = 0.6, i.e., the approximate query processing algorithm returns 60% of the positive query answers, with a decrease of 12% (3% resp.) on the query recall, the STSR (STP resp.) updating protocol saves upto 30% (15% resp.) on the number of updates. As we can see in the figures, to enable approximate queries is an effective and efficient option to further reduce the updating workload.
Second, we examine the effect of query frequency q f qy on the performance of approximate query processing. We varied the number of queries per timestamp from 1 to 256. The performances of 0.5-approximate queries (α = 0.5) on both datasets are shown in Figs. 20, 21 respectively. Intuitively, the query frequency q f qy does not affect the query precision and recall, as shown in Fig. 21 for EC dataset. As for TRK dataset in Fig. 20 , the query precision and recall oscillate with q f qy, which implies that q f qy has insignificant impact on the query accuracies. Since the precision and recall on TRK is quite low compared to those of EC, they are more easily affected by the randomness of the experiments. As for the updates, it is as expected that the number of active updates is not affected by the query frequency, while the total number of updates increases for both exact and approximate queries. Naturally, the number of passive updates increases linearly with the number of queries per timestamp. It is notable that the total number of updates with approximate query processing increases slowly than it is with exact query processing. The gap between the increasing rates is practically proportional to the value of α, which is 0.6 in Figs. 20 and 21. Note that in Figs. 18 and 19 , the STSR-based updating protocol improves the query recall and largely reduces the number of updates at the expense of little decrease in query precision. The performances of the two protocols are consistent with our previous findings in Sect. 8.2.2. We do not present the computation cost of approximate query processing, since the additional cost of computing the overlaps and sorting the candidate objects in Algorithm 6 is hardly perceptible, compared to the updating cost.
The STSR strategies
We now proceed to study the performance of different STSR strategies as introduced in Sect. 5 strategies on top of both the TPR-tree and the B x -tree as explained in Sect. 6. In the remaining part of this section, 'BX'/'TPR' denotes using the B x -tree/TPR-tree with static STSR; 'BX-G'/'TPR-G' denotes using the B x -tree/TPR-tree with global dynamic STSR; 'BX-P'/'TPR-P' denotes using the B x -tree/TPR-tree with personal dynamic STSR. We first examined the scalability of all update strategies by varying the object cardinality from 25 to 400 K. Figure 22 illustrates the total processing time and the number of updates. The total processing includes all computations on queries, STSR computation and updates of the moving objects, in 120 consecutive timestamps.
Comparing to the static and personal dynamic strategies, global dynamic strategy largely decreases the amount of active updates, while adds a number of passive updates. The personal dynamic strategy, on the other hand, reduces the number of passive updates at the expense of more active updates. This is because that with global dynamic strategy, the size of STSRs is much larger than those generated by personal dynamic strategy.
Second, we examined the effect of various query parameters on the performance of different STSR update strategies. From Fig. 22 , we have already seen that the 'TPR-G' requires the highest execution time and is the least scalable in terms of object cardinality, while the 'TPR' always incurs the highest update times. For clear illustration, we leave 'TPR-G' and 'TPR' out. The results of these two methods are omitted in the following figures and analysis. Figure 23 shows the performance of STSR strategies with respect to different query size. Specifically, the query side length varies from 250 to 4,000 m. In general, the B x -tree with global dynamic STSR is the best among all considering both total processing time and total number of updates. The B x -tree with static STSR, although performs good in terms of total proceeding time, sends out the largest total number of updates. For all methods except 'TPR-G', the number of passive updates increases with the query size, since the STSRs of more objects intersects with the query region. For the 'TPR-G', the STSR is relatively large, and thus the performance is less affected by the query size. We can observe that for each line in Fig. 23 , the execution time varies with different sizes of queries due to the randomness in the data and query distributions of our experimental settings. However, the variations in the execution time are within the order of magnitude for the specific strategy and structure adopted. Figure 24 shows the effect of query prediction time qpdt on different STSR strategies. We vary the query prediction time from 0 (current query) to 120 ts. As the prediction time changes, the total processing time shows the similar trends as those of other parameters, i.e., the 'BX-G' and 'BX' both run much faster than the 'GX-P' and 'TPR-G'. As 'BX-G' tunes the parameters for the STSR periodically, it has the best performance in terms of the total processing time. 'BX-P' also minimizes the total number of updates, however, at the expense of longer processing time (for computing the parameters for objects individually). In general, as the predication time increases, more passive updates are incurred.
Finally, we study the effect of query frequency q f qy on the performance Fig. 25 shows the effect of query prediction time. For the STSR strategies, with more frequent queries, the number of passive updates increases a lot while the number of active updates decreases slightly. It is worth noticing that the total processing time is not much influenced by the query frequency, although the total number of queries increases a lot (by 16 times). The time for computing STSR dominates the processing time of the whole index.
Summary
In summary, the proposed STSR-based updating protocol achieves reasonably good query precision and outperforms the STP updating method with regard to the query recall. In addition, the STSR-based updating protocol can effectively reduce the updating workload when query predictive time is in a reasonable range. Enabling approximate query processing can further reduce the updating workload to a large extent while still provide a guarantee on the quality of query results. Among all the STSR strategies and indexing structures, the 'BX-G', i.e., the B x -tree with the global dynamic STSR strategy, achieves the best performance with respect to the computational and updating workload in general.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a generic updating protocol for moving object databases that is independent of the underlying index structure. By utilizing the concept of spatio-temporal safe region (STSR), objects actively send motion updates including their locations and velocities to the database server only when the prediction error of their current movement is no longer bounded. To guarantee the accuracy of predictive query answers, the database server asks objects for their latest locations and velocities, if they are potential answers of the query. To minimize the updating workload, we present a cost model that analyzes the approximate updating cost, depending on the most recent update records maintained in the system. Based on the cost model, an effective optimization technique is designed to construct STSRs that minimize the expected updating cost. To further cutting the cost, the STSR-based updating protocol is extended by allowing incomplete query answers with bounded accuracy. We carefully evaluate three different implementation strategies, including static STSR, dynamic global STSR and dynamic personal STSR. Experiments on the TPR-tree and the B xtree show that our proposed protocol significantly reduces the updating cost while achieving high accuracy of predictive query answers.
